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DRINK.MORE.WINE! is a unique gastronomic mashup of 88 very short stories that will change
how you taste for the rest of your life. It combines simple, accessible wine knowledge--designed
for everyone--with personal, enthusiastic reflections on the joy of culinary travel. Homework in
school was never like this! And passionate pleas for "peak experiences NOW" may not only
transport you and add new adventures to your foodie bucket list, but will inspire you to grab your
calendar and make plans. Who knew that Bratislava was an alternative to Bordeaux? That the
bubbles of Cornwall can match Champagne? That New York has two top wine regions
reminiscent of the early days of Napa Valley? And to top it all off, there are "Food as Theatre"
secrets for great dinner parties and the COMPLETE Turducken recipe broken down so that even
novice chefs can understand and create an unforgettable Thanksgiving masterpiece.



DRINK MORE gas prices



Ebook Library Reader, “A completely approachable, unstuffy, guide to appreciating wine.. Totally,
enjoyed this book. I needed a diversion from my regular fare of books. I found all the adventure,
humor and enlightenment that I crave in other books. All in this book on wines.John shares his
knowledge like an intimate close friend. His experiences are interwoven with delightful
anecdotes and adventures. All in the single minded pursuit of “Peak Experience” in the world of
food.Much of the pleasure of this book is the tangible glee the author emotes when he shares
his culinary insights. It is an unabashedly optimistic approach to a world that so often has
pretense and snobbiness glommed on to it.It is great to be able to learn from someone who
genuinely enjoys all the idiocincracies and delights that wine and food bring with them.I strongly
recommend this rambling, delightful journal of adventures in the world of a food and wine lover.”

sailor333, “Learn all of the wine basics.. I really enjoyed reading this book especially all of the
details about wine, grapes, and wine tasting. I was particularly interested in the information
about the great varieties and where they come from. I believe that even if you think you know all
about wine, you will learn something from reading this book. You may notice that Jon is very
enthusiastic about food as well. This book is not just about wine; it is about pursuing your peak
experiences.”

Darby M. Hall, “Love to drink wine? Here’s your book.... Very well written and a great guide !”

T J Edwards, “This book makes me want to live better. I am dazzled by the writing in this book.
Naturally, I enjoy wine and good food, but the writing here is soul-food. One sentence spills into
the next with joy and flavor, and not once did I feel the language was less than fresh, alive. That
startled me. I think that Mr. Claridge could write on any topic brilliantly, sans exaggeration. He is
a WRITER and here his pen is pointed toward the finest experience of food and wine. His tales
reminded me of A MOVABLE FEAST, not that he writes like Hemingway, but as Hemingway took
me back to the Paris of the 20s, Mr. Claridge takes me along on his travels in the 201Xs. His
book is full of great characters, great meals, superb advice, and he does this while allowing me
to sit at his table as he samples dishes near and far and teaches me how to enjoy wine (and
food!). I could open to any page and begin reading and find myself sitting beside him. His writing
is a match for M. F. K Fisher or Peter Mayle, and I only wish he had started his writing journey
decades earlier. You will delight in this book. I am a writer. I am jealous. I admit it.”

Chadpacs, “Fantastic wine experience!. I love the fact that this book provides great wine and
food pairing recommendations. It also is great for all types of wine enthusiasts, from beginner to
expert. The book also talks about wines from different parts of the world, so you can get a broad
perspective of various wines. It has something for everyone, and excellent tips & tricks for
tasting all types of wines. I would highly recommend this book to anyone that enjoys a nice



glass of wine! You don’t have to be an avid wine drinker, but can appreciate a nice glass of wine
on occasion. Lastly, I would say you can appreciate the book, even if you’re a seasoned wine
drinker!!”

nel havas, “Read. This. Book!. Long ago, just after the glaciers receded, I graduated college
and started my first career job in Boston; semi-rustic southerner comes to sophisticated northern
city. The day came when – all by myself – I selected and bought a bottle of wine to bring to a
dinner party. The only wine knowledge I had back then was the worn-out misconception of “the
older, the better”. At a liquor store, I blithely rummaged through the wine selection, looking at the
years printed on the labels, not at the names or even at the colors of the wines inside. I made
my purchase and proudly presented it to my hosts when I arrived at their house. I don’t recall my
hosts ever inviting me back to another dinner party. Had Claridge’s book been available then I
might have had a smidgeon more of a chance. In a lively and understandable way, he explains
the basics of wine and how it is made. We also learn how it reacts inside the mouth as it makes
its way from tongue tip to palate, and then down the hatch. Starting with this basic knowledge,
he then encourages us to experiment, to look, smell, and taste, so that with his guidance, we are
actually educating ourselves. Claridge tells us that wine education has no graduation day, that it
is a lifelong process, that there are no goals except to experience what we can of this “liquid
jewel”. His book is more than just about wine, it is also about what goes on around it – how food
and wine are matched so each complements the other, about preparation of said foods, of the
artists who created different dishes, about our friends sitting across from us – all combined to
give us that “peak experience”. Gestalt theory tells us that the whole is greater than the sum of
its parts. Claridge gives us real examples, ones we can touch, smell, taste, and love. Added in
the book are brief snapshots, “postcards” as he calls them, of the different places in the world
where good food and wine can be had. And it is also an enjoyable read. I would recommend
this book to both the connoisseur and to the rustic southerner.”

Hugh Hayes, “A food critics love of food reveals the limitless joy inherent in Loving your job
unconditionally.. TITLE: This book is a treasure—a truly luxurious gift.I love this book. There is
such a heartfelt, extravagant love for all things food that it is impossible not to be moved. For me,
Claridge’s passion transcends the perfect meal. At the same time it never feels verbose or over
the top. His passion retains an almost childlike vulnerability throughout. That this is countered
with such a profound and nuanced understanding of the subject makes this feel glorious and life
embracing. I swear there are passages that brought me to tears. Yet, nothing about it is sappy. It
is tough and thorough and honest. What is remarkable is that he never comes across as a
snarky critic but simply an honest and impassioned journalist and a heartfelt storyteller. The
writing exposes the reader to a captivating intellect and a fascinating, even thrilling base of
knowledge.”



The book by Jon Palmer Claridge has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 17 people have provided feedback.
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